Abstract-With the rapid development and wide application of sensor network technology, consequently a huge volume of data would be continuously generated and collected. In order to process the data and analyze the data more accurate and efficient, the paper proposed a distributed data mining method in wireless sensor networks. Thus Smart Octopus, an open framework for seamlessly integrating sensor network and data mining technology, so that both of the huge amounts of data resource collected in sensor networks and the powerful knowledge discovery capability of data mining could be effectively and efficiently utilized, is discussed in this paper.
Rapid advances in wireless communication, microelectronics and embedded systems during the past several decades have enabled the development of low-cost, low-power and multi-functional sensor nodes that are small in size and capable of untethered communicating within short distance. These tiny sensor nodes leverage the idea of new generation of massive-scale distributed sensor network technology, which is characterized with its scalability, distributed, self-organizing capability, easy-todeploy and a couple of other features as well. The technology is therefore much appropriate to a wide range of application areas as briefly described in [1] [2] . It thus promises to revolutionize the way we live, work and interact with the physical environment. Nowadays, sensor network had been accordingly recognized as one of the dominant technology trends in the coming decades [3] .
For the problem of most of sensor data estimation methods did not consider the characteristics of sensor data, which may lead to high computational complexity, Li [4] propose a correlation analysis-based estimation framework of sensor data. For the problem of high computational complexity of SVR (Support Vector Regression)-based estimation method, based on the framework, he proposed correlation analysis-based LS-SVR (Least Square Support Vector Regression) sensor data estimation method called CALS-SVR (Correlation Analysis-based LS-SVR). In this method, he considers the characteristics of the sensor data of wireless sensor networks, and extracts the most correlated sensor variable to be used as the input of modeling and estimation. And also the author adopts the LS-SVR with low computational complexity to estimate the sensor data. So the estimation efficiency can be improved largely. The experiments results show that the proposed CALS-SVR has better estimation efficiency and higher estimation accuracy compared to present sensor estimation method based SVR and LS-SVR.
For the problem of high computational complexity and low estimation accuracy in existing sensor estimation method, and also considering the implementation problem of sensor data estimation method on the wireless sensor node of WSN, Reddy [5] propose the correlation analysisbased multiple linear regression sensor data estimation method called CA-MLR (Correlation Analysis-based Multiple Linear Regression). In this method, he explores the characteristics of sensor data of wireless sensor networks, and takes correlation analysis on them. And then combine with multiple regressions, which have low computational complexity. So the estimation efficiency can be improved largely. The experiments results show that the proposed method has better estimation efficiency and accuracy, so it is very suitable for applying on the wireless sensor node.
For the problem of uncertain sensor data processing, Wang [6] proposes an uncertain sensor data processing framework based on MVPCA (Multiple variable Principle Component Analysis). And for the problem of uncertain sensor data estimation, Sun [7] proposes an uncertain data estimation method based the framework. In this method, he uses the MVPCA to extract the intrinsic feature of the uncertain sensor data. In this way, most of the uncertainty can be eliminated. Then he adopts the multiple regressions based on correlation analysis to estimation the sensor data. So the uncertain sensor data can be estimated. The experiments results show that the proposed method can estimate the uncertain sensor data efficiently with high efficiency.
For the problem of estimation mode updated not in time and big estimation error of dynamic stream sensor data, Jing [8-9] proposes a sensor data stream estimation method, which is called KF-CAMLR (Kalman FilterCorrelation Analysis-based Multiple Linear Regression). In this method, the Kalman Filter is combined with multiple regressions to estimate dynamic sensor data stream. The Kalman filter adjusts its working states according the estimation error, and at the same time adjusts the model parameters of the multiple regressions, so the estimation model adjusts efficiently according to data model in the sensor stream. The estimation accuracy can be improved largely. The experiments results show that the proposed sensor data stream estimation method based on Kalman can estimate dynamic sensor data in sensor data stream efficiently with high estimation accuracy.
SHORT PAPER DISTRIBUTED DATA MINING IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
An integrated open framework (code named Smart Octopus hereafter) for seamlessly integrating sensor network and data mining technology, so that both of the precious huge volume of data resources collected in sensor networks and the powerful knowledge discovery capability of data mining technology could be best utilized for process control, decision making, business management, and the other purposes is discussed in this paper.
METHOD AND ALGORITHM II.
Data management issue including frameworks that support attribute-based data naming, the networking aggregation (or reduction) and routing is one of the key challenges that sensor network poses to researchers. In this subsection, three popular data management techniques, namely Directed Diffusion, Cougar and Tiny DB, are briefly described.
Directed Diffusion [8]: Directed Diffusion is a novel data centric and data dissemination paradigm for sensor networks. It has some remarkable features such as datacentric dissemination, reinforcement-based adaptation to the empirically best path, and in-network data aggregation and caching. These features can enable highly energyefficient and robust dissemination in dynamic sensor networks at the same time minimizing the per node configuration that is characteristic of today's networks. More specifically, it has three key characteristics: localized algorithms, named data, and support for innetwork processing. Direct Diffusion adopts a declarative, publish/subscribe API that isolates data producers and consumers from the details of the underlying data dissemination algorithms, and it is the business of the diffusion implementation to ensure that data travels from publisher to subscriber efficiently. Cougar; The Cougar device database system proposes distributing database queries across a sensor network as opposed to moving all data to a central site Queries are declarative, and users can issue queries without knowing how the data is generated in the sensor network and how the data is processed to compute the query answer. An underlying query optimizer decides on the placement of in-network processing, and is performed by a gateway node that has an idea of the status of nodes and links in the network. Such a centralized scheme can be inefficient if the status of nodes is rapidly changing e. g. due to environmental dynamics), but can enable a potentially more efficient global optimization of in-network query processing.
Tiny DB: Tiny DB is a query processing system with small footprint intended for extracting information from highly resource-constrained sensor networks running Tiny OS. Tiny-DB does not require users to write embedded C code for sensors. Instead, Tiny DB provides a simple, SQL-like interface to specify the data users want to extract along with additional parameters, much as we would pose queries against a traditional database. Given a query specifying our data of interests, Tiny DB collects that data from motes in the environment, filters it, aggregates it together, and routes it out to an IC. Tiny DB does this via power efficient in-network processing algorithms.
Although the specific approaches have varied widely, the data management approaches to sensor networks have broadly followed similar themes. Among the three popular techniques described above, both Cougar and Tiny DB use a database approach towards sensor data management while Direct Diffusion falls into the other category. Unfortunately, there is no further research focus on sensor network data mining had been conducted as of today. The network topology is shown in figure 1 . 
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EXPERIMENT RESULT III.
The traditional data mining algorithms can deal with small-scale data, but they may not necessarily suitable for large-scale data processing. Under this requirement, parallel data mining algorithms have emerged. As an important parallel computing technology tool, Hadoop parallel framework has attracted the attention of the business community and academia. Hadoop Framework is an academic hot issue in data mining algorithm. Apriori algorithm is one of the most typical data mining algorithms, the technical bottlenecks in large-scale data mining is that a huge amount of data are always traversing many times, and it causes I/O bottlenecks, also increases computation time. There are a lot of the optimization algorithms of Apriori algorithm, which mainly are parallel algorithms including CD (count distribution), DD (data distribution), CaD (candidate distribution) algorithm. There is another optimization Apriori algorithm which is based on Hadoop. PageRank algorithm is the core algorithm of commercial search engine, facing to the soaring number of page data, it is difficult to avoid the overhead of processing time-consuming which happened in much iteration and traverse the page data. Hadoop and HDD algorithms are efficient and scalable parallel methods applied in the discovery of association rules in the field of data mining. However, they become less effective due to the imbalance caused by distributing the candidates among the processors. Therefore, Hadoop and HDD are improved by means of introducing the approximate algorithms to solve the problem of load balance effectively. From the experiment result, we may conclude that the proposed algorithm has better performance in average response time and the average number resource nodes task allocation.
The primary objective of this project is to develop an integrated open framework for mining sensor data, hence the evaluation of the system is focus on the ability and extent that it integrates sensor network with data mining and open to new technologies. Though that the objective is achieved could be guaranteed by adopting industry standards and/or the standards, the performance of sensor network data processing algorithms as well as the performance and accuracy of JDM API, on which our system is built, compared with current mainstream data mining products still needs to be carefully evaluated in the very near future.
In the second phase of the project, we plan to support more hardware platforms in the framework with the introduction of a HAL, which provides a uniform service and interface to the upper layer while keeping the hardware detail transparent to users. Our ultimate purpose is to propose a common architecture independent from any vendor specific hardware and/or software products while open to various new emerging techniques such as routing algorithms, data mining models and/or algorithms, and so forth. 
